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CURRENT FIPNET RELATED ACTIVITIES

• COE FOR U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (1979-) MATERIALS
  • ACTIVELY ACQUIRING 2\textsuperscript{ND} COPIES
  • ALL HOLDINGS ARE CATALOGED

• DIGITIZATION OF EDUCATION PAMPHLET COLLECTION

• ACTIVELY COLLECTING OFFICE OF EDUCATION MATERIALS (1869-)
  • 450 PAGE NEEDS LIST ON ASERL FOR 1935-1976 ITEMS
  • WORK ON PRE-1935 NEEDS STARTING IN SUMMER 2016

• RECEIVED EDUCATION RELATED CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS FROM AUBURN
FIPNET AS A PRIORITY?

- Currently managing three grants to scan and geo-reference department’s aerial photography collection.
- Two of the state’s largest selective depository libraries are actively de-selecting.
- Do not have the resources to harvest and host digital content.
- Half of the department will be retiring during the 2017 calendar year.
- Waiting to see results of test of regional discard pilot.
FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

• DISCUSSIONS WITHIN THE STATE TOWARDS NEW SHARED CATALOG
• SHARED COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT AND COLLECTIONS
• IMPACT OF NEW CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER (SUMMER 2016)
• NEW STAFF DURING 2017/2018 ACADEMIC YEAR